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Abstract

Let (11., G, U) be an irreducible unitary representation of a homoge
neous Lie group G and H a self-adjoint operator on 11. associated with
a positive Rockland operator. We derive upper and lower bounds on
the eigenvalue distribution of H in terms of volume estimates on the
coadjoint orbit corresponding to the represent.ation U. Hence we de
duce bounds OIl the partition function {3 I---t Tr'H(exp( -(3H)). An ap
plica.tion is given to the spectrum a.nd eigenfunctions of the general
anharmonic oscillator.
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1 Introduction

Our purpose is to derive spectral estimates for Rockland operators H in each irreducible
unitary representation of a homogeneous group G. These estimates are expressed in terms
of the symbol of the differential operator H and are similar in spirit to the estimates of
the spectra of quantum-mechanical Hamiltonians in terms of classical phase space integrals
(see, for example, [SimI], [Fet]). The estimates extend recent results of Levy-Bruhl and
Nourrigat [LBN] and Levy-Bruhl, Mohamed and Nourrigat [LMNl] for sublaplacians on
stratified groups and are related to Weyl '."I classical results on the asymptotic distribution
of eigenvalues of the Laplacian on bounded regions. Our proofs partially rely upon the
work of the above authors. Similar results for strongly elliptic operators have also been
given by Nlanchon [Manl], [Man2] although his methods are quite different.

A differential operator H on a homogeneous group G is defined to be a Rockland
operator if it is right-invariant, homogcneous and injective in each nontrivial irreducible
unitary representation. The theory of Rockland operators began with Rockland's analysis
of differential operators on the Heisenberg group [Roc]. Helffer and Nourrigat [HeNl]
proved that a Rockland operator on a graded group is hypoelliptic and in addition they
derived several inequa1ities between the norm on the en-spaces and the operator norm.
Then ]\/Iiller [Mil] shO'vved that one can replace a graded group by a homogeneous group
ill the Helffer-Nourriga.t theorem. Subsequently, Folland and Stein [FoS] used the proof
of an earlier theorem of Nelson and Stinespring [NeS] to deduce that a positive Rockland
operator is essentia]]y self-a.djoint OIl the space c:~(G). Moreover, they established that
the closure generates a continuous semigroup with a kernel which is in the Schwartz space
over the group. Hence it foUows by a general structural theorem for nilpotent groups (see,
for example, [CoG] Theorem L1.2.1) that the operators exp( -(3H), (3 > 0, are trace class
ill each irreducible unitary representation. Our aim is to estimate the partition fUIlctions
,B f---+ Z un = Tr(exp( - /-'H)) for each such representation. This problem is closely related
to the estimation of the number NP) of eigcnvalues of H with values less than or equal
to /\, because Z is the Abel transform of N.

Throughont the sequel we adopt the notation of [AER], in which we used the general
lIol.atioll of [Rob], but to make this paper more self-contained we repeat the main defini
(,iOIlS. Let G be a conj](·eted, simply c0111wctecl, homogeneous group with Lie algebra 9 and
let (.1', G, U) denote a strongly continuous, or weakly*, continuous representation of G on
the Banach space .1' by bounded operators 9 f---+ U(9). If ai E 9 then Ai (= dU(ai)) will de
note the generator of the one-parameter subgroup t f---+ U(exp( -tai)) of the representation.
Let (J't)t>o be a family of dilations on g, i.e., a one-parameter group of automorphisms of
thc form

( ) t tt,.
It ai = , 'ai

for some basis 0.1, . .. , ad of 9 and some positive numbers Wr, ••• , Wd, which we call weights.
We ahvays assume that the smaUest weight is at least one. Let III . I" be a homogeneous
norm on g*, i.e., a norm such that 1111;(1)111 = t I1II111 for a.ll I E g* a.nd t > O. A
homogeneous norm can be constructed as follows. Let II . " be the dual norm on g* of a
Euclidean nonn II· II 011 g. Define 111·111: g* ~ R by
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One readily verifies that III . III is a homogeneous norm.
Next we introduce a multi-index notation. If 11, E No let

n

In(d) = E!1{1, ... , d}k
k=O

and set 00
J(d) = U J,,(d)

,,=0
Then if a = (i l , ... , i,,) E J(d) we denote the Euclidean length 11, of a by lad and the

weighted length by
"

/10'\\ = LWik •

k=l

Ifn E N we define ,1'" = ,1',,(U) = no: E.ln(d)D(A'1) and

II:rll n = max /lAaxll ,
aEJ(d)
lal::;n

where Aa = Ail'" Ain if 0'= (iI, ... , i,,). Similarly we define the weighteel Cn-spaces

.1'~ = .1'~(U) = n D(Aa
)

aEJ(d)
IICYII::;n

for a.11 n E R with 11, > O. Now, however, it can happen for a given 11, th at there are no
multi-indices a such that 110'/1 = n. Therefore the corresponding norms and seminorms are

given by

{

ma.x /lAo'xll
o·E.l(d)

N;'(:r)= ~(rll=n

if there exist a E J(d) with /10'11 = 11, ,

otherwise ,

if there exist a E J(d) with /lall = n ,

ot.herwise .

Note that if bl , ... , bd is a.nother basis for 9 which satisfies li(bd = tVibi then the weighted
en-space with respect to the basis bI, . .. ,bd equals the space .1"~, and, if there exists an
0' E J(d) with 110'11 = 11, the norms are also equivalent. Moreover, let ;roo = Xoo(U) =
n~·.'~I.1'11' It follows by a line by line extension of Lemma 2.4 of [EIRl] that the Garding
space, and in pa.rticula.r the space .1'00, is dense in X~ for all 11, > O. The density is with
respect to the weak, or weak*, topology corresponding to the continuity property of the
representation. Further we let L denote the left regular representation on L2 ( G).

Let 17/ E (0, (0) and let C: J(d) ~ C be such that C(O') = 0 if /10'11 > m and there
exists at least one 0' E J(d) with 110'11 = 1n and C(a) =I O. We call C a form of order m.
We "vrite en = C(O'). The principal part P of C is the form

{
C(a) if 110'11 = 111. ,

P(O') =
o if Iiall < 1/1.
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vVe say that C is homogeneous if C = P. The formal adjoint ct of C is the function
ct: J (d) ---t C defined by

where 0'* = (in,"', i l ) if 0' = (i l , ... , in). We consider the operators

dU(C) = L caAa

aEJ(d)

with domain D(dU(C)) = .1'~!'

If P is the principal part of a form C we call P a Rockland form if the operator dU(P)
is injective on the space .1.'oo(U) for every nontrivial irreducible unitary representation U
of G. It follows then from the Helffer-Nourrigat theorem [HeN1] that dL(P)lcg<'(G) is
a hypoelliptic operator. In fad the Helffer-Nourrigat theorem is formulated for graded
groups. But it follows from Propositions 1.3 and 1.4 of [Mil] that the existence of a
Rockland form ensures that the order m. of P is an integer multiple of the smallest weight
and all weights are rational multiples of this smallest weight. Therefore G is a graded
group if one rescales the original weights by a large enough constant. (Actually there is a
small gap in the proof of Proposition 1.3 in [Mil] where Miller applies his Lemma 1.2. For
the operators that we consider we prove a stronger theorem in the spirit of Proposition 1.3
of [Mil]. This proof requires a lemma, Lemma 2.2, which also fills the ga,p in [Mil].)

A Rockland form P is called a positive Rockland form if dL(P) is symmetric and
(<p, dL(P)<p) 2:: a for all ep in the Schwartz space on G (see [FoS], page 129). Throughout
this paper we assume that C is a form of order 1n and that the principal part P of C is a
positive Rockland form. vVe call dL(P) a positive Rockland operator.

vVe study operators dU( C) where U is a irreducible unitary representation. The ir
reducible unitary representations of a nilpotent Lie group are described by the Kirillov
theory (see [Kir], [CoG], [Puk]). There is a one-to-one correspondence between the orbits
in g* under the coadjoint action and the unitary dual of G. For an irreducible unitary rep
resentation U we denote by Ou the corresponding orbit in g* and let JlV be the canonical
invariant measure on Ou (see [CoG] Section 4.3).

At this point we CiUI state a theorem which indicates the nature of our results.

Theorem 1.1 Let (H, G, U) be an irreducible unitary rep1'escntation of G and C a form
of ordfl' m whose p1'incipal pa1't P is a positive Rockland form. If thc1'e exists an w > 0
sitch that dU(C) 2:: wI then the1'e is a c > a such that

foJ' all (I > O. 1I10reover, these estimates arc val£d 'llnzf01'mly f01' all irreducible unitary
represcntationswhf'neve1' C is a positive Rockland fonn.

Note that t.he conditioll dU( C) 2:: wI automatically implies that dU( C) is a positive
operator, and hence a self-adjoint operator. The theorem automa.tically applies to positive
Rockland forms because the estimate dU(C) 2:: wI is a direct consequence of the injectivity
hypothesis. The ensuing uniformity over the irreducible representations will be a conse
quence of the proof. It relies upon a scaling argument. The estimates can be rephrased in
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I

'" ( , + . )1 < n, -OI·l:\(j+kl/i+blyl(j+kl/ j
'fn:l lY _ C t.

terms of Euclidean integrals and symbols of differential operators by using more details of
representation theory. These estimates, which ,viII be derived in Section 4, are the direct
analogue of the classical phase space estimates for quantum-mechanical part.ition functions.

The bounds for the partition function given by the theorem can be evaluated in greater
detail in particular cases. As an illustration we consider spectral properties of the anhar
monic oscillator in Section 5. We establish that the eigenvalues of the operator p2j + Q2k

satisfy the bounds Co 1n2jklU+k) :::; An :::; can2jk/U+k) and the corresponding orthonormal
eigenfunctions 'Pn can be extended to entire functions on the complex plane satisfying
growth bounds

for some a, b, c > 0, independent of n.

2 Positive Rockland operators

In this section we prove some additional regularity theorems for operators H = dU( C)
associated with a (not necessarily unitary) representation (X,G,U) and a form C whose
principal part is a positive Rockland form of order In. In particular we prove tha.t H
satisfies a. Ga,rding inequa.lity if U is a unitary representation. Next recall that Theorem 3.4

of [A Ell] establishes that the closure H of H generates a continuous semigroup S which is
hololllorphic in the right half-plane and has a representation independent kernel J{ which
depends only on the form C.

Proposition 2.1 Let (.1', G, U) be a (gweTO.l) continuous l'epl'esentation ofG, C a form of

order 111 whose principal part is a positive Rock:land form, H = dU(C) and S the semigroup

generated by H.

1. UII E Nand 1 :::; l: < m.1I then D(H n
) ~ .1'{ and there crists c> 0 such that

II:I:II~: :::; f1lIn-
k lllT"xll +CE-kll:rll

for all :1: E D( H") and E E (0, 1]. I'll. particular

.1'00 = nD(H
n

)

n=l

and Smaps l:nto the smooth dements, i.e., St"-' ~ "-'00 for all t > O.

II. fr k: E N then there e:l:ists Ck > 0 such that

fo'/' all t E (0,1] and :r E .1:'.

III. .1:'00 is a COlT fOT H.

Proof Let J"f,p 2:: 0 be such that IIU(g)11 :::; 1I1eplgl ' for aU 9 E G, where I· I' is a
hornogelleous modulus on G. It follows as in Appendix A of [EIR2] that the resolvent

kernel Il~» defined by
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belongs to Li;llln-1 (G) and II R~t) IIi;nrn-1 :::; CA -(nm-k)/m for all sufficiently large A. Here K t
is the kernel of St (see [AERJ) and Li;nm-1 (G) is the space of weighted Cnm-1-vectors with
respect to the left regula.r representation of G in L 1 (G; eplgl 'dg) with norm II . Ili;nm-1' So

(>..1 + In-n = U(R~')) maps .l' into .l'{ and

for a.ll ;/: EX. The proposition now follows as at t,he end of the proof of Theorem 2.6 of
[ElR~~]. Note that the consta.nt C depends on the representation U only through the values
of AI and p. 0

The next lemma is slightly stronger tha.n Lemma. 1.2 of Miller [Mil] and should be used
in Proposition 1.3 of [Mil].

Lemma 2.2 Let 0 be a hom.ogene01ls Lie algebra with dilations (,t)t>o. Then there exist a
basis b1, ... ,bd of fI, V1, ... ,1'd ~ 1 and d' E {I, ... ,d} such that [g, fI] C span{bd,+t, ... ,bd},
and I't (bi) = tV; bi for all i E {I, ... , d} and all t > O. AIarcover, bt, ... , bd, is an algebraic
basis foro.

Proof There exist 1 :::; 'lI1 < ... < 'lin and non-trivial subspaces fill!' ... ,fI~ln of fI such that
o= Ef~;~10vi and 'Yt(a) = t"ia for all i E {l, ... ,n}, t > 0 and a E flUi' Define flu = {OJ if
v (j. {V1,"" un}. Then [0", Ov] ~Ov+1I for all u, v ~ 1. For all i E {I, ... , n} let bit, ... , bid:
be a. ba.sis for

Oil; n (spa.n U [fI~I., flv])
U+V=Vi

a.nd let bid'+] , ... ,bidi E Oil be such that bi1 , ... , bid', bid'+l, ... ,bid; is a basis for flu;' Then
obviousl.y [£1,£1] ~ span{bij ': i E {l, ... ,n}, j E {d~'+l: ... ,dd} sincefl = E9~1f1ui' Let [J
be the Lie a.lgebra. generated by {b ij : i E {I, ... , n}, j E {I, ... , dD }. Then it follows by
induction on N that Ifl;~10"i ~ I) and hence I) = 0 and {bij : i E {I, ... , n}, j E {I, ... , da}
is all algebraic ba.sis for O. Now a basis with the required properties is given by the
COlllbina.tion bll , ... , b1d; , ... , bn1 , ... , bnd:" b1d; +1, ... , b1d! , ••• , bn d~+t, ... , bnd... 0

\\ie will call a basis b1, ... , bd" ... , bd an adapted basis [or the homogeneous Lie algebra.
and V1, ... ,Vd the corresponding weights if it satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 2.2. Note
that the Vi are a permutation of the Wi.

Example 2.3 Let 0 be the 4-dimensional homogeneous Lie algebra defined by

Lemma 2.4 Let C be a form of ol'de'/' 111 wh08e principal part is a positive Rockland form
and let b], , bd" ... ,bd be an adapted basis with weights V1, ... , Vd. Then m / Vi is even for
all i E {I, , d/}. In parlicular then cri8t (\' E J(d) 8uch that 110'11 = 111./2.
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Proof V\le may assume that C is homogeneous of order 1n. Fix j E {I, ... , d'}. Define
U: G ---7 £(L 2 (R)) by

d

(U(exp(L: ~nbn))f)(t) = f(t + ~j)
n=l

Then it follows from the inclusion [g, g] ~ span {bd'+l, ... ,bd } and the Campbell-Baker
Hausdorff formula that U is a unitary representation. Then Bj = D, the differentiation
operator, and B k = 0 if k: =1= j. Let H = dU(C) and

c= {c(a) if 1n/Vj E N and 0'= (j, ... ,j), II all = 171.,

o if m/vj rt N.

Then H = cDIn/Vj. Since D(H) = L~;1JJR) by Theorem 3.6 of [AER] we have c =1= 0,
so m/v.i E N. Moreover, H is self-adjoint since it is symmetric and the generator of
a holomorphic semigroup by Theorem 3.4 of [AER]. But as generator of a continuous
semigroup it has to be lower semibounded. So cDm/tl) must be lower semibounded and
this is only possible if m/vj is even. D

It is no\v fairly standard to prove the Ga,rding inequality. An important. tool is that an
operator dU((;) is self-adjoint if the representation U is unitary and C = ct.

Theorem 2.5 Let C be a form of order 111 whose principal part is a positive Rockland
form. Then there e.1,ist ]I > 0 and q E R such that for each unital'y 1'epresrntation U

for all :1: E D(dUe C)). rr the form, C is homogeneous then thC1'e exists p > 0, whe1'e the
callie is independent of U, sllch that

for all :1: E D(dU(C)).

Proof vVe may assume that the basis all' .. ,ad', . .. ,ad is an adapted basis. Let Cl be
tile form such that

dU(Cl) = L: (_l)laIA(a.,a)
aEJ(d)

Ilall~In/2

for any representation (.1.', G, U). Then the principal part PI of C l is a positive Rockland
fonn. Indeed, if (.1', G, U) is a nontrivial irreducible unitary representation, x E .1.'oo(U)
and dU(Pd:r = 0 then (dU(Pl):c,:r) = 0 and therefore Aax = 0 for all a with lIall = 171./2.
Hence by Lemma 2.4 one deduces that A;:r = 0 for all i E {I, ... , d'}. Since a}, . .. , ad' is
an algebraic basis this implies that x = O. So

IldU(Cl )1/2:rI12 = (dU(C1):r,x) = L: IIAa xl12
aEJ(d)

110'11~m/2

for a]]:/: E D(dU(ed). Since .1'00 is a core for ,l'?"'/2 and dU(Cl), by Proposition 2.l.III,

it is also a. core for dU(Ct}1/2. It then follows that D(dU(Ct}1/2) = "y:n/2 with equivalent
norms.
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vVe may as well assume that the C is symmetric, i.e., C = ct. Then dU(C) is self
adjoint. Since it is the generator of a semigroup it has to be lower semibounded. Let A > 0
be such that dU( C) + /\I ~ O. Then both dU(C) +AI and dU(C1 ) are positive self-adjoint
operators with the same domain (see [AER] Theorem 3.6), so by Kato [Kat] one deduces
that D((dU(C)+AI)I/2) = D(dU((;I)I/2), with equivalent norms. Thus there exist p,q > 0
such that

for all :r E .r~~/2' Then

2-1 (ll x ll:n / 2)2 - q2
11 x 11

2 :::; p21IdU(C)I/2XI12 = p2(dU(C)x,x)

for all :r E D(dU(C)).
TIlE' independence of p and q from the representation U follows because the kernels of

the semigroups generated by dU(C) a.nd dU((;d are independent of U alld all constants
involved ca.n be expressed in terms of these kernels. Moreover, the Ka.to theorem involves
only a global constant.

If C is homogeneous then one can scale the lower order terms away (see [EIR3] Corollary
;).4). D

Corollary 2.6 Suppose (.:t', G, U) is a unitary representation, C is a foml, whose principal
pad is a positive Rockland form of order m. Then

I. Fol' all n E N and all lO1ye A > 0 one has

with equivalent norms, with factors indepen,dent of the 1'ep1'esentation.

II. rr C is homogeneous then dU(C) is a positive se{f-a(Uoint operat01', Aforeover, for

all n E N the $01linon7ls x ~ IldU(C)"/2:r ll and N:~m/2 are equivalent, with factors
independent of the 'rep1'esentation,

III. rr n E Nand b1 , ... , btl" ... ,b" is an adapted basis for 9 with weights VI, • •• ,Vd then

'"1" ,= n D(B~"n/(2vi))
4 11.11,,/2 . Z ,

;=1

Proof Statement J ha.s been proved for n = 1 in the proof of Theorem 2.5. The general
case can be dealt with similarly. The second statement follows again by scaling from the
first. The proof of the third statement is analogous to the proof of Theorem 5.8.IV in
[EIR4]. D

3 Spectral Estinlates

In this section we derive some preliminary estimates 011 the eigenvalue distributions of
certain self-adjoint opera.tors. Let Hand Ho be a self-adjoint operators satisfying H ~ Ho
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in the sense of quadratic forms. If exp( -(3Ho) is of trace-class for some ;1 > 0 it follows
that exp( -#H) is also of trace-class and

Moreover, if N(>..) denotes the number of eigenvalues of H which a.re less than or equal to
/\, counted according to multiplicities, and if No(>..) is the corresponding measure for Ho
then

for all A. Both these conclusions are direct consequences of the minimax theorem. Thus
the eigenvalue density N of H and the trace of the semigroup generated by H can both
be estimated from above by the introduction of a comparator Ho. Similarly they can be
estimated from below with the aid of a compara.tor HI satisfying H ~ HI' These various
estimates are all closely related and we next give some general results of this nature which
will be useful in the sequel.

First \'ve describe \,wo comparison results of Levy-Bruhl and Nourrigat [LBN] which
allow the estimation of the eigenvalue density. These results are formulated in terms of
a family of 'coherent states'. Thus we assume that 1-l is a separable Hilbert space, that
()(, (I) is a (j-finite measure space and that there exists a measurable map :z; I---t 'lj;x from X
into 1-l satisfying the follO\ving properties:

(i) there is a l\' > 0 such that 111/'.1'11 = !{ for all x E X,

(ii) 'P = ;.., dp(:r) ('P, 1/'x )1j'a: , for all 'P E 1-l, in the weak sense.

The {I/'.1: : :z; EX} are the coherent states.

Proposition 3.1 Let II be a sdr-adjoint operato'/' on 1-l with compact 1'esolvent and D a
core of H. Further let 11.0 be a positive measurable function over X with the prope1'ty that

p({:rEX: ho(X)~/l})<ooforallp>O.rr

for all 'P E D and some A > 0 then the eigenvalue density N of H satisfies

This statement is cont.ained in Th(~oreme 1.1 of [LBN] and we refer to this paper for
the proof. It. is based on t.he use of approximate spectral projections in the sense of Shubin
[Shu]. There is a seconcl complementa.ry result which gives a lower bound on the eigenvalue
clensity.

Proposition 3.2 Ld II be a self-adjoint operato1' on 1-l with compact 1'esolvent, D a core
of H and hI a positive measurable function ove1' X such that p({x EX: hI (x) ~ p }) < 00

for all fl > O. Assumt

for all 'P E D.

8



Then for all l' > 0, C > 0 and (\' 2: 0 thfTe exists an R > 0 such that for all .\ > 0 with

where

one has

Again this statement is contained in Theoreme 1.1 of [LBN] and we refer to this paper for
the proof.

Next we examine the relations between estimates on the eigenvalue density N of H
and the trace of the semigroup generated by H. We do this in a general measure-theoretic
setting. Specifically \ve compare the properties of two functions related to positive Borel
llwasures p, 1/ on R+ = (0, (0). These functions are defined by

a.nd
N1,(.\) = r dp(x)

J(O,A]

for all ti,.\ > 0, with simila.r definitions for Z" and Nv • If the measures are purely atomic
these functions are directly comparahle with the traces and the eigenvalue densities dis
cussed above. Note that

Thus Zit is the Abe] tra.nsform of Nil' This relationship allows one to relate ordering
properties of the Z and N.

Lemma 3.3 Let ,t and 1/ be positive B01'cl measures on R+. If N 1,(.\) < N v (.\) f01' all

/\ > 0 then Zp((3) :S ZI'(f3) for all (3 > o.

Proof This follows because the Z are the Abel transforms of the N and the measures
a.re positive. D

This argument, can a.lso be adapted to give a version of the lemma which relates the
small II beha.viour of the Z to the large A beha.viour of the N.

Lemma 3.4 Let It and 1/ be non-zero positive Borel measures on R+. If Zv((3) < 00 for

all /1 > 0, c E Rand

then
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Proof Let. s > °and choose 8 > °such that (e5
- 1)(c + s) :s s. There exists 130 > 0

such that N/1(8jj3):S (c+s)N,,(8jP) for aU 13 E (0,130]. Therefore

6/3-1 . 5;3-1
P [ I .1\T ( .) ,-;3a; < 1\T ((jj3) 13 [ d -('Ia;
r) Jo C,:t· p. :t t - Ii' () Jo xe

:s (c+s)(1- e-b )N,,(8jj3)

1
00

:s (c+d(I- e-6 )N,,(fijj3)ebj3 dxe- f3x
5/3-1

:s (eO -I)(c+s)j3 [00 d:rNv(x)e-(3X:s sZ,,(j3)
Jb(3-1

for aU 13 E (0,130]. Alternatively,

Therefore
Z/I(j3) :s (c +2s) ZI/(P) (1)

for a.ll (J E (0,110]. Since Zp(f1), ZII(fn > afor all 13 > 0 it follows that lim(3-+o Zp,(j3)jZv(/3) =

°if c = o.
If c '# 0 then it follows from (1) that Z,I(j3) < 00 for all 13 > a and one can interchange

p and II and deduce that tbere exists 131 > °such that

ZvUJ) :s (C- l +2s) Zpun

for all t1 E (0,131]. So lim;3-+0 Z/I(j3)jZV(j3) = c. o
In some situations Lemma :3.4 ha.s a converse. If dll(X) = xcv-ldx then one can establish

that lim(3-+o ZII((3)jZv((3) = c implies lim-\-+oo N,1()..)jNvp..) = c (see, for example, [SimI]
pages 107-109). Another special case, with dll(:r) = v(x) d:r and v(x) '" x-a(logX)-l as

:1: ~ 0, occurs in [Sim2].

4 Spectra of positive Rockland operators

Let G be a connected simply connected homogeneous Lie group and C a positive Rockland
form of order m. If U is a irreducible unitary representation of G then the operator dU(C)
has a discrete spectrum. For).. > a we denote by N().., U, C) the number of eigenvalues
(counted "vith multiplicity) of the operator dU( C) which are less than or equal to )...

Since a.ny two homogeneous norms on £1* are equivalent we may work with a. specific

one. For ,\ > a let
No(A,[J) = pu({l E Ou: Ililill:S )..})

The next theorem extends results of [LMN2], [LBN].
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Theorem 4.1 rf C is a positive RocHand form, of ordC1' 1n then there e:l.'ists c > 0 such
that

un,ifonnly for all >. > 0 and all i1Tedudble undary representations U of G.

Proof An irreducible unitar.y representation is represented in a one dimensional or an
infinit.e dimensional Hilbert. space. If the space is infinite dimensional then the represen
tation is unitarily equivalent with a representation U in L 2 (Rk

) for some kEN such
that every infinitesimal generator dU (a) has the following form: there exist polynomials
Y, .XI , ... ,Xk : R k x £I --+ R such that

· ..' k T of
(dU(a)J)(:r) = z} (:1:, a) +L "'\,i(:1:, a) ox' (x)

,i=1 J

(2)

for all a Eg, f E S(Rk) = DOO(U) and x E R k (see [CoG] page 125 and Corollary 4.1.2).
If the Hilbert space is one dimensional one has to make the obvious changes and k = O.
So it suflices to prove the theorem for representations U with infinitesimal generators of
the form (2). Therefore, from now on we only consider this type of representation in the
proof. Moreover 1..: E N will always be such that U is represented in L 2(Rk

).

Next for every ;r E R k and ~ E R k define the symbol lY,( 9 --+ R of the partial
differential operator dU( a) b.y

k

1;:~E(0) = Y( :r, 0) + L X,i(:r, a) (1
,i=l

Then

(:r, 0 f-t l;!,(
IS a. biject.ioll from R A: X R k onto Ou. A proof can be given along the lines of proofs in
[HeN2], e.g., the proof of Proposition VIII.5.1, or [Nou] Theorem 2.13. Moreover,

for every positive measurable function f on Ou. Hence

No(>',U) = T({(X,O E R 2k
: Illl~(III:::; >'})

for all >. > 0, where T denotes (2 k k!t l times the Lebesgue measure on R 2k
• Let II . II be

the dual norm on £1* of a Euclidean norm II . lion g. For every representation U define
p(:r;,~,U) = IIIY,(II for all :r,~ E R k

• Next for all >. > 0 and all representations U (of the
form (2)) define the representation U.\ by U.\(9) = U(8.\(9)) for all 9 E G, where 8>. is the
dilation on G obt.ained via the exponential map. Then p(:l.;,~, U,\) ~ 11t.,\1Y,(11. Hence if
Ou -I- {OJ and c, >. > 0 then 11Il.~:'(111 :::; d if, and only if, IIt;/>. (lY,() II :::; c or, if, and only if,
p(:r,~,U1/.\):::; c. Here we have chosen for the homogeneous norm on g* the norm defined
ill the introduction. In part.icular:

No(d,U) = T({(:r,f) E R 2k :p(:r.,e,U1/>.):::; c})

11



for aJl c, A > O.
Let w be the largest weight. Then

Vi CV C '1"
'"'\,n - ,'In - "'''l.UI

for all 11. E No. Let 11. E N be such that tv ~ 11.111.• By Corollary 2.6.1 there exists Cl > 0
such that

Ilfll~T,mn ~ cllldU(Cr-fll
uniformly for all unit.ary representations U and f E ,1,'00 (U). We next need the following
proposition of Levy-Bruhl and Nourrigat ([LBN] Proposition 4.1).

Proposition 4.2 There exists c > 0 such that f01' eve1'Y unitQ.1'y 1'epresentation U of G in
L2(Rk) the1'f fxists a continuous function (x,e) 1---+ 'l/Jx,€,u from R k X R k into S(Rk

) such
that 117/'x,uTI12 = (211"t k/2 for all x, ~ E R k

,

f = JR2A da; d~ (7/Jx,e,u, f) 7/Jx,€,u

ltnZfo,.mly for all f E .1'00 (U).

Now with c> a the constant in Proposition 4.2 one has

./~n d;rd~p(:r,e,U)21(7/)~"cu,f)12~ cllfllET,l

~ c(llfll~l,,,Y ~ c("fll~l,nm? ~ ccilldU(ctfl1
2

for all U and f E S(Rk ). Next let .5 be the multiplica.tion operator with the func
tion (;r,e) 1---+ p(:r,~,U)2 on L 2(R2k). Then the map T:D(du(c)n) -+ D(S) defined by
(Tf)(:r,e) = (4'~"f"u,f) is continuous with norm bounded by cci. Hence hy interpolation
([Kat]) it follows that T is bounded from D(dU(C)l/2) into D(Sl/(2n)) and the norm is
bounded by a constant which depends only on cci. Then with Theorem 2.5 one deduces
that there exists a constant C2 > a such that

unifonnly for all U and f E S(Rk ). III pa.rticular, for all A > 0 and U one obtains the
inequalities

k}k da: d~ p(:r,~, Ul/A)l/nl( 4J~"f"UJ/A' f)1 2 ~ C2 ((f, dUl/A(C)J) + Ilf11 2
)

= C2 (A-m(f, dU(C)J) + Ilf11 2
)

and

12



Then by Proposition 3.1 one obtains

N()..m, U, C) ::; 2(27r )-kT({(;r, 0 E R 2k : C;l )..mp(X,~, Ul/>.)l/n ::; 4)..m})

= 2(27l")-kT({(:r,~) E R 2k : p(X,~,Ul/>')::; (4C2)n})

= 2(27l"tkNo((4c2t)..,U)

for all ).. > O.
The next proposition gives an inequality in the opposite direction.

Proposition 4.3 There e.rists c > 0 and, fOl' all y E R, a Cy > 0 such that for every
unital'y l'epresentation U of G in L2(Rk) there exists a continuous function (x,O f-+ tPx,£.,u
from R k: X R k into S(Rk ) with the following p1'Opel,ties

I. 114';r,~,uI12 = (27r)-k/2 fOl' all :r,~ E R k,

II. f = JR2~ d:r d~ (4'a,,~,U, f) 'zPa"£,,,U for all f E L2(Rk
), in the weak sense,

III. IU,dU(C)f)l::; c JR2k d:rd~(1 + p(x,~,u))m+kl(vJx,£",u,f)12 fOl' allf E S(Rk),

IV. JR2~ dy d17 (hu(:r,~,y,17)YI(1/)x,£",U,1IJY"I,u)1 ::; cy ((1 + p(x,~,U))k uniformly for all

;r,~ E R k
, where

/
. ((" ) 1+max(p(:r,~,U),]J(y,17,U))
IU :r,l",y,17 =, T) ( )).

1 +m1ll(p(:r,~,[ ,p y,17,U

Proof These properties follows from [LBN] Propositions 6.8 and 6.7.

III particula.r, if ).. > 0, U is a representation in R k and f E S(Rk
) then

)..-mIU,dU(C)f)1 = IU,dUl/>.(C)f)1 ::; c { d:rd~ (1 + p(:z;,~,Ul/,\))m+kl(tPx,£",ul/A,f)12JRn
and hence

D

1(/, dU( C)f) 1::; JR2~ d:r d~ cAm (1 + p( :r,~, Ul/>.) )m+k I( tPX,£",U1 /A' fW '

It tben follows from Proposition :3.2, a.pplied witli y = 2- 1 + k:(m +kt l that there exists
C2 > 0 such tha.t

1 [, [ (1+max(p(:z;,~,Ul/-\)'P(y,17,Ul/-\)))m~~.+tl( )1
C,lf C17 tPx £" u , VJy 'fJ U I

R2~' 1 + min(p(:r, CUl/>.),p(Y, 17, Ul/>.)) , , Ill. ,,1 A

(
c)..m(1 +p(X'~'Ul/>.))m+k) m~k

< C2- )..m

uniformly for all U, a.1I :r, ~ E R k and)" > O. Therefore, by Proposition 3.2 one deduces
that there exists C3 > 0 such that

N(C3)..1Jl,U,C) ~ 2- l (27l")-k T ({(:r,O E R 2k : cA1Jl (1 + p(X'~'Ul/>.))m+k::; c2m+k)..m})

= 2-1(27rtkT({(X,~) E R 2k : p(:r,~,Ulr\)::; I})

= T' (27r )-kNoP, U)

for aU /\ > O. This completes the proof of the theorem.
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Corollary 4.4 Let (H, G, U) be an in'educible unitary rep1'esentation of G and C a form
of onier 171 whose p'l'incipal part P is a positive Rockland form. If there e.·dsts an w > 0
such that dU(C) :2': wI then the1'e is a c > 0 such that

f01' all /\ > O.

Proof Since P is a Rockland form the operator dU(P) is strictly positive and there exists
an Wo > °such that II:r11 2

:::; wo(dU(P):r, x) for all x E .1'00' Now 2P - C is a form whose
principal part is a positive Rockland form. So by Theorem 2.5 there exists a q > 0 such
that

(dU(2P - C).T, x) :2': -q IIxl12

for all :r E Xc.:,. Hence

(dU(C):r,:r):::; 2(dU(P).1:,:r) + q 11.1:11 2
:::; (2 + qwo) (dU(P)x,:r)

for all :/: E ,1'=. By assumption one similarly has

(dU(P):r,.1:):::; 2(dU(C).1:,x) +q'll:rI1 2
:::; (2 +q'w-1)(dU(C)x,x)

for some q' > 0, uniformly for all a: E ,1'=. Then by the minima.x theorem one obtains

for aU /\ > O. Now the corollary follows from Theorem 4.1. o
These estimates for the eigenvalue density can be converted into estimates on the par

t.it.ion function of H = dU( C) by the observation of Lemma 3.3. First for (3 > 0, m > 1
and U an irreducible unitary representation of G define

Corollary 4.5 Let (H, G, U) be an ilTcducible unitary n:prcscntation of G and C a form

of order 1n whose principal pm't P is a positive Rock:la'nd form. If there exists an w > 0

such that H = dU( C) :2': wI then thc1T is a c > 0 such that

unzform1y for all (3 > O. 1I10reovc1', these estimates m'c valid, uniformly f01' all irreducible

'unitm'y representahons lvhenever C is a positive Rockland form.

Proof We shall prove that

14



for a.ll/j > 0 and irreducible unitary representations U. The equality follows from Fubini's
theorem since

/j (eo cI).. No ()..1/1Il , U) e-(3).. = {3 (eo cI).. ( cIllU(l) 1{IEOu:111111191/m}(1) e-(3)..Jo Jo Jou

= {31 dpu(l) (eo d)" e-(3)..

Ou Jlllllllm

= 1 dll·u(l) e-(3III I III
111

= Zo({3, m, U)
Ou

Now the corollary easily follows from Corollary 4.4 and the fact that {31---+ Tr1t(exp( -{3H))
is the Abel transform of N. See Lemma 3.3. D

The est.imates of Corollary 4.5 are potentially useful for calculating the behaviour of
the paTt.itioll function for small{3. In the next section this will be achieved for the simplest
example, the anharmonic oscillator on the Heisenberg group. The general case appears
more intractable and requires understanding the behaviour of ).. 1---+ No().., U) for large )...

The large {3 behaviour of the partition function is much easier to establish. If )..1 is the
smallest eigenvalue of H then lim!J-teo e(3)..l Tr1t(exp( -{3H)) = nI, where 17.1 is the multiplic
ity of the eigenvalue )..1. It is an interesting question whether 17.1 = 1 for homogeneous C.
For nOll-homogeneous C the spectrum of H need not be simple and in general 17.1 > 1. An
example is the operator

where P and q are t.he usual self-adjoint operat.ors in L 2 (R), see Section 5.
TIle simplicity of the lowest eigenvalue is often established by positivity arguments

based on some variat.ioll of the Perron-Frobenius theorem. But this type of reasoning is
ill general not applicable in the present. setting. Although the semigroup t 1---+ exp(-tH)
has a kernel I{ it is usually not positive. It follows from [Rob], Chapter III, Section 5,
that the semigroup kernel J\G on the group corresponding to the form C is positive if
and only if C: is second-order, in the unweighted sense, wit.h real coefficients and with
the principal coefficients satisfying an ellipticity condition. But positivity of J\G does not
imply positivity of the kernel J\ on R k x R k corresponding to the semigroup generated
by H = dU(C) even for homogeneous, real, second-order C. An example is given by the
operator (P + q)2 + q2, which is a sublaplacian for the algebraic basis at + a2, a2 of the
Heisenberg algebra, but as a second-order operator on L 2 (R) it is not eveu real.

5 The anharlTIonic oscillator

As an application we consider the general anharmonic oscillator.
Let G be the simply connected Heisenberg group, U the standard irreducible unitary

representation of G in L2(R) and aI, a2, a3 a basis in the Lie algebra 9 of G such that
[a], (1.:2] = (1.3, Al = -iP, A2 = iq and A3 = iI, where P and q are the self-adjoint
operators in L2 (R) such that (Pf)(;l:) = if'(:r) and (q.f)(x) = :z:f(x) for all f E C~(R)

and ;r E R. ]'hen
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Fix j, l.~ E N. There a.re dila.t.ions h't}t>o on 9 such t.hat I't(al) = tkal' I't(a2) = tja2 and
I't(a3) = t.i+ka3 for a.ll t > O. Let. C be the positive Rockland form of order m. = 2jk such
tha.t

H = dU(C) = (-1)-1 Ai,i + (_l)k A~k = p 2.i +Q2k

Define the modulus III . II h: {1* -+ [0,00) by

Illlllh = (l(ad 2j + l(a2)2k + l(a3)2.ik/U+k)r/(2
j
k)

Then t.here exists a c > 0 such that

for all I E g*, so in Theorem 4.1 we may as well replace 1/ I. 1/ I by 1/ I. II h. Now 1111~e II/;.n =
ej + ;l;2k + 1. Then an elementary estimate shows that there exist A > 0 and c > 0 such
that

C-IAI/a
:::; T({(:r,O E R 2

: II/l~el/II:::; A}):::; d l
/

a

for all /\ 2 1\, where T now denotes the Lebesgue measure on Rand (7 = 2jk/ (j + k).
So ifN(A) denotes the number of eigenvalues of H which are less than or equal to A one
deduces that there exist 1\ > 0 and c > 0 such that

for all A 2 A and then, by increasing t.he value of c, for a.Il /\ 2 Al where Al is the strictly
positive lowest eigenvalue of H. Next let Al :::; Az :::; ... be the eigenvalues of H, repeated
according to multiplicity. Then for all small f > 0 and n E N with An > A one has

so
(c-InY :::; /\" :::; (cnY

l'or a.lJ /\" 2 A. By increasing Calle coucludes that

-1 a < \ < .(7c n _/n_cn

for all n EN. This proves a conjecture in [EIR4] page 40.
In [EIR4] we proved t.hat the eigenfunctions 'Pn corresponding to H with eigenvalue An

belong to the Gel'fand-Shilov space S.~fH::1, which consists of a.ll infinitely differentiable
fUllctions 'P on R for which t.here exist a, b, c > 0 (depending on 'P) such that

l:r"'P(s)(x) I :::; ca"l/ rl.i/U+k) s!k/U+k)

for a.Ill·, s E No and :r E R, or, equiva.lently, which consists of a.Il functions 'P on R which
can be extended to entire functions (also denoted by 'P) into the complex plane satisfying
the growth bounds

I ( .+ . )1 < ,_l1l~'I(j+k)/j+blyl(j+k)/j'P:l. ly _ ct

for a.ll :1:,:tI E R, for some constants (1, b, c > 0, depending on 'P, or, equivalently,
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for all z E C and :1' E R (see [EIR4] Section 7).
For the eigenfunctions c,ol, c,oz, .. , we next show that the constants a, b, c do not behave

wildly if n varies. For the harmonic oscillator p2 + Q2 this was proved before by [Zha],
equation (2).

Theorem 5.1 Let j, /,: E N and let ).1 S ).2 S ... denote the eigenvalues of the operator
pZj + Q2k, repeated according to m.ultiplicity, with c,ol, c,02, ... a c01Tesponding 01,thonormal

basis of eigenfuncti01/s, Then there crists C > 0 snch that

for all 11 EN. 1110reover, the1'e exist a, b, c > 0 such that

un~fonnly for all 11 EN, 1', s E No and x E R.
Equivalently, each c,o" can be extended to an entire function and the1'e exist a, b, c > 0

such that

I. (n + . )I < " -akIU+k)/j+blylu+k)/jc,o".t zy _ c e

unzt'orm.ly for all :1', y E Rand 11 EN, 01', equivalently,

I " ( .) I < n _a·lxlu+k)!J1f,,:1. _ c e

unZfonnly for all :: E C. :1: E Rand 11 EN,

Proof vVe have a.lready proved the existence of the constant C for the eigenvalue esti
mates. Then for all 11 E N one has

for alII E No. If one now traces all the constants in [EIR4], [WIo] §29.5 and [GeS] Section
IV .~t3 one obtains the uniform estimates of the theorem. 0

Finally the partition function Z(j3) = Tr(exp( -j3H)) can be bounded above and below
by use of the eigenvalue estimates. One has

where again (J' = 2j J.:j (j + k), Alternatively one obtains bounds

by straightforward estimations of the integral.
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